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the reliance controls tf151w 15 amp transfer switch is designed for
use with generators with 15 amp power outlets. it controls a single
circuit, such as a forced-air furnace, in the event of a power failure,
connecting it to a portable generator. the attached 18-inch flexible
aluminum conduit is pre-wired and allows the unit to be easily
connected at the circuit breaker panel, the furnace, or at any point in
between. it can be used on any 15 amp 120-volt forced-air furnace
circuit. simply plug a standard grounded extension cord into a power
outlet on your generator and into the built-in plug on the transfer
switch. it includes an indicator light, which illuminates the area
around its switch during a power outage. this unit is ul listed and is
covered by a 5-year limited warranty. the reliance controls single-
circuit 15 amp furnace transfer switch is designed for use with
generators with 15 amp power outlets. it controls a single circuit, such
as a forced-air furnace, in the event of a power failure, connecting it
to a portable generator. the attached 18-inch flexible aluminum
conduit is pre-wired and allows the unit to be easily connected at the
circuit breaker panel, the furnace, or at any point in between. it can
be used on any 15 amp 120-volt forced-air furnace circuit. simply plug
a standard grounded extension cord into a power outlet on your
generator and into the built-in plug on the transfer switch. it includes
an indicator light, which illuminates the area around its switch during
a power outage. this unit is ul listed and is covered by a 5-year limited
warranty.
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in all, a single-load manual transfer switch installed by a pro will take
two to three hours and should cost about $300 to $500, plus the cost
of the generator. equipment and professional installation for a more
sophisticated transfer switch panel will take four to six hours and run

about $1,000. not cheap, but a lot more affordable than a built-in
backup system. plus, you can take that portable generator with you
when you move. a simple to install, convenient and safe way to use
your portable generator for backup power during a power outage.
routes power from your portable generator -through a wall- to a
6-outlet power panel inside your house, where lights, tvs, your

refrigerator, microwave, computers, sump pump and more can be
powered with clean, dry extension cords. the inside panel even lights
up the area around it so you can see what you are doing. what's in
the box: 6-outlet pre-wired indoor generator power panel, 30 amp
outdoor power inlet box, 12in length rigid pvc conduit, 1in drill bit,

mounting anchors and screws, waterproof gaskets, pvc cement and
bilingual instructions. ezgenerator is a smaller, more affordable,

convenient way to add backup power to your home. installation is fast
and easy and there is little to no maintenance needed. best of all, you

can take your generator with you when you move. one of the first
steps in planning your emergency power strategy is to decide what

you need to run during an outage and how much power that will take
so you can be sure your generator has ample output capacity. the

most affordable option is to make do with portable generator. a
7,500-watt portable generator can deliver about 60 amps at 120 volts
or 30 amps at 240 voltsenough power to keep a few lights and critical
appliances like a refrigerator, well or sump pump working when utility
power fails. you'd need a more expensive 15,000-watt generator to
also power an electric range or central air conditioner. 5ec8ef588b
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